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9,8,22 1 Pet. 4, Persecution Leads to Glory 

Before we start, keep in mind that there are no chapter breaks in the original 

manuscripts.  Here’s why that’s important to remember in this part of Peter. 

I’ll start by reading 1 Pet. 3:18 and then skip to 1 Pet. 4:1 without the chapter 

break. 

 “For Christ also suffered once for sins, the just for the unjust, that He might 

bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh but made alive by the Spirit.  

Therefore, since Christ suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves also with 

the same mind.” 

The last part of chapter 3 talked about the sufferings of Christ and His example of 

patience and submission to unjust treatment. And in the first verse of chapter 4, 

Peter exhorts his readers to “arm yourselves also with the same mind”.   

The Greek word for “arm” was used of a soldier putting on his armor and grabbing 

his weapons.  What I take from that is that we don’t walk blindly or casually into 

battle.  There’s preparation on our part that will enable us to face unjust treatment 

with the same mindset that Jesus had.  

We are to have the same attitude or conviction as Christ had.  We may not feel 

patient, but we can determine to respond the way we should and leave the 

enablement to God. 

Our preparation is spiritual; it will affect our mind – the way we view life, God and 

others. We have to learn over time to trust Christ in any circumstance we find 

ourselves in.  God brings unexplained and often unfair and unwanted trials into our 

lives.  If we can embrace them with patience, we will be better prepared to face 

more difficult treatment with that same patience; committing everything to Him 

no matter what happens. 

If, for lack of a better word, “chafe” at all our trials we won’t be prepared for more 

difficult trials ahead.  Or as Jeremiah puts it in Jeremiah 12:5; 

“If you have raced with men on foot and they have worn you out, how can 

you compete with horses? If you stumble in safe country, how will you 

manage in the thickets by the Jordan.” 

I used to think the phrase “suffered in the flesh” meant “suffered in the body”.  

And even though that may be true depending on how the Lord has decided to 
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structure our preparation, the context of 1 Pet. is suffering under unfair treatment 

– which may or may not involve the body. 

We’ve probably all had bosses or so-called friends or others who have moved 

against us without a good reason to do so.  That didn’t normally involve physical 

persecution, but it was still extremely difficult and it caused a reaction on our part.  

If that reaction was characterized by patience, that means we’re learning what 

Peter wants us to know.  If our reaction wasn’t patience, then we might have to 

experience more of the same kind of suffering until we get it right. 

The last part of vs. 1 needs some explanation; here’s the vs. again including the last 

phrase; 

“Therefore, since Christ suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves also with 

the same mind, for he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin.” 

What cessation of sin is Peter talking about? 

Again, the Greek helps with this.  The verb is passive, so literally it would read, the 

Christian “has experienced release from sin”.   

Here’s what I believe Peter is telling us; I used Edmond Hiebert for this; 

“To be done with sin depicts the spiritual state of the victorious sufferer.  It 

carries a note of triumph; he has effectively broken with a life dominated by 

sin.  It need not mean that he no longer commits any act of sin, but that his 

old life, dominated by the power of sin, has been subjugated.” 

So, when we suffer patiently instead of reactively, we are in a place spiritually and 

morally where sin is not ruling over us. 

Then vs’s 2 & 3 gives us another goal of all this; 

“So that (as a result of suffering patiently) he should no longer live the rest 

of his time in the flesh for the lusts of men, but for the will of God. For we 

have spent enough of our past lifetime in doing the will of the Gentiles—

when we walked in lewdness, lusts, drunkenness, revelries, drinking parties, 

and abominable idolatries.” 

The result of suffering patiently is to experience a steady decrease in living our 

lives subject to the dominion or demands of the flesh with all the things that 

characterize the flesh – and we saw Peter’s list.  Instead of those things, our lives 

express the will of God. 
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Then Peter points out in vs. 4 that beyond our own spiritual and moral 

development there is the affect that lives like this have on those watching us;  

“In regard to these, they think it strange that you do not run with them in 

the same flood of dissipation, speaking evil of you.” 

Listen to the Amplified translation of this verse; 

“In [connection with] all this, they [the unbelievers] are resentful and 

surprised that you do not [think like them, value their values and] run [hand 

in hand] with them into the same excesses of dissipation and immoral 

freedom, and they criticize and abuse and ridicule you and make fun of your 

values.” 

The word “surprised” isn’t strong enough; it should be translated “astonished”.  It’s 

saying that when unbelievers or carnal Christians watch us, they are thinking 

“What is wrong with these people (exclamation point)!?” 

I doubt there has ever been a time in human history (except maybe Noah’s) when 

such a sharp distinction between lives that express God’s will and lives that express 

Satan’s will are visible.   

We could make our own list of 21st. century “immoral freedoms” of the earth-

dwellers and use that as evidence, again, of how close we are to the Tribulation 

when “the thoughts of men will be evil continually” – just like Gen. 6:5. 

That ‘astonishment’ is rapidly moving from annoyance and ridicule to hatred and 

persecution.  What I’m going to share now is from an article posted at the World 

Net Daily website.  The title of the article was; “ELITES FINALLY REVEAL THEIR #1 

ENEMY: CHRISTIANS.”  I touched on this last week, but this is an expansion of that; 

“Suddenly, bandying about an arcane academic term virtually no one used 

until recently – (Christian nationalism), big media and Democrats are falling 

over each other to blame all of America’s problems on Christian nationalists, 

or White Christian nationalists or White nationalists or Christian fascists or 

Christian fundamentalists or the Religious Right. In rapid succession, virtually 

the entire leftwing media has taken to hysterically warning about Christians, 

as seen in this statement; 

‘If Christian Nationalism isn't essentially domestic terrorism, then I 

don’t know what is,’ stated Cari Marshall of the Texas Democracy 

Foundation, who goes on to explain the treacherous methods of all 
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those violent Christian extremists: ‘They simultaneously weaponize 

the Bible and the Constitution to justify their wanton disregard for the 

views and safety of others and their insatiable lust for weapons and 

violence.’ 

“As cited in the 2010 mega-bestseller ‘The Ruling Class’, ‘Every time 

[Christians] try to manifest their religious identity in public affairs, they are 

deluged by accusations of being ‘American Taliban’ trying to set up a 

‘theocracy.’ 

“That is why the current power-mad elites hate Christianity.” 

That article is just documenting the political opposition to what Christians have 

stood for.  Entire books could be written on what society as a whole believes is 

wrong and dangerous about Christians.   

And all of this makes sense because we’re rapidly approaching a time when 

followers of Christ will be beheaded by the Beast of Rev. 13 with full support of the 

followers of the Antichrist. 

So, like I said earlier, this is the most important time in world history for us to 

spiritually “arm ourselves” in preparation for unfair treatment and leave the 

judgement of those who hate us to the Lord – which is exactly where Peter goes 

with all of this in the next verse; 

(1 Pet. 4:5-6) “They will give an account to Him who is ready to judge the 

living and the dead.  For this reason, the gospel was preached also to those 

who are dead (meaning they are “now dead” but were once alive), so that 

they might be judged according to men in the flesh, but live according to 

God in the spirit.” 

I want to quote briefly from Heibert again because he paints a great picture of 

what this “giving account” will actually look like based on the Greek words used to 

describe it; 

“Peter next turned to the future with the assurance that those who were 

now unjustly maligning them would be called to give an account to the God 

whose worshippers they condemned.  Peter knew that the fact of 

accountability to a holy God is an incentive to holiness of heart and life.  The 

phrase ‘will have to give account’ pictures a court scene and implies that 

when antagonists are brought before the divine Judge, they will find it 

difficult to defend their actions.” 
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I think the best way to explain vs. 6 would be to re-state the verse by adding 

comments based on the context of Peter’s letter.  

“For this reason, the gospel was preached also to those who have died, (but 

who were alive they heard the gospel), so that they (those who became 

Christians by responding to the preaching of the gospel) would be judged 

according to men (judged by men which resulted in persecution – the word 

translated ‘according to’ literally means ‘down’ and is referring to the 

domination of men’s courts over them.  This judgment was at the hands of 

men who dominated them, and the judgment was administered by men), 

but live according to according to God in the spirit.” 

So, these believers (Peter’s audience) were judged according to the standards of 

the flesh, the standards of men, which resulted in persecution.  But they died, 

many as martyrs, and they now live according to God. 

The only other interpretation I found given to this verse is that the gospel was 

preached to the dead with the hope that they would respond and live.  In other 

words, they got a second chance after death to believe. 

But as author Wayne Grudem puts it; 

“It would hardly encourage Peter’s persecuted readers to persevere as 

Christians in the hard path of obedience if the easy road of debauchery 

could all be renounced and forgiven after they died.” 

    _______________ 

 

Now, let’s move into the next verse; 

(1 Pet. 4:7a) “But the end of all things is at hand.” 

2000 years ago, Peter said that “the end of all things” was “at hand”. 

“The end” (Gk. Telos) refers to a goal achieved.   The reason that’s important is 

because a process can be ended or terminated without being completed.  But this 

word deals with the full consummation of a specific order of things in creation.   

Probably the best way to say this in contemporary language would be say that 

Telos is telling us that “life as we know it” will complete its course and will end. 

Now, if “at hand” doesn’t mean “soon”, what does it mean? The word translated 

“at hand” indicates imminency not immediacy.   
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The implications of that are simply that the Lord could return at any time, but we 

don’t know when.  Not profound, we’ve heard that before; but it’s still important 

to remember what Peter is telling his audience. 

Since we have 20/20 hindsight, we can identify the generation, but not the exact 

timing within that generation. 

Israel had to be back in the land; there had to be an almost frantic push for global 

government and global economy and the technology had to exist to make the 

surveillance of every person on the planet possible. 

And the most important indicator that we are extremely near the beginning of the 

Tribulation period is summed up in the term “convergence”; meaning that all the 

prophet signs pointing to the coming of Christ would have to converge in a single 

generation for us to be able to be certain of our time in history. 

(Lk. 21:27-28) “At that time they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud 

with power and great glory. When these things begin to happen, stand up 

and lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.” 

(Matt. 24:33) “So also, when you see all these things, you will know that He 

is near, right at the door.” 

The key word in Matt. 24 is the word “all”.  If we can’t see “all” of them; we can’t 

assume we’re in the terminal generation.  And there has never been a time in 

history when “all” the signs that Jesus gave us were happening in one specific 

generation.   

There have been wars, pestilences (or pandemics), false prophets and the other 

things Jesus warned us about scattered throughout the Church age over the last 

2000 years, but this is the only time all of the signs converged inside one 

generation. 

Now, the fact that the perfect tense is used for “at hand” tells us that the 

imminency of the end of this age is an irreversible fact. 

That’s something that we really need to let sink in from time to time.  No matter 

what’s happening in this world or in our lives, it’s going to end and nothing can 

prevent that. 

I know for some that means the end of suffering; that’s good news, but for others 

it means (or should mean) we are going to stand before the Lord and give account 

of our lives whether we want to or not.  Because that is an irreversible fact. 
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For those Christians scattered around the world today who realize how close we 

are, the next words Peter writes make perfect sense;  

(1 Pet. 4:7b-9) “Therefore, be serious and watchful in your prayers. And 

above all things have fervent love for one another, for ‘love will cover a 

multitude of sins.’ Be hospitable to one another without grumbling.”  

One author I read called this section; “The urgent duties in view of the end.”  And 

everyone I read agreed that Peter’s point in what he wrote was that an increased 

awareness of eschatological reality in the final generation should also see an 

increased motivation for Christian conduct and service in those Christians who are 

awake.   

The first exhortation is in the last part of vs. 7, “Therefore, be serious and watchful 

in your prayers.” 

To better understand the practical implications of what Peter is saying, listen to 

Paul’s exhortation in 1 Cor. 9:24-25; 

“Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives 

the prize? Run in such a way as to take the prize. Everyone who competes in 

the games, trains with strict discipline. They do it for a crown that is 

perishable, but we do it for a crown that is imperishable.” 

I’m focusing on “run in such a way as to take the prize”.  If any of you have ever 

been in track, you know that when you are in the last lap and can see the finish 

line, you don’t keep running the same way you have been, you pump yourself full 

of adrenaline and sprint the rest of the way.   

That’s what Peter means by “be serious”. 

But if we have no idea whether the Lord is coming back in 1 year or 100 years, our 

motivation to “get serious” about all this is obviously going to be less that if we 

know He might come back tomorrow. 

There is a very natural sense of urgency that fills the hearts of believers who know 

that His coming is near. 

I found this in a commentary online; 

“All too generally nothing is said of His return at all. Bringing in the Kingdom 

is preached, but not bringing back the King. One wonders how many today 

love his appearing. (2 Tim. 4:8). The precious doctrine is like an unwanted 
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stepchild, ignored as though it were beneath the dignity of some even to 

mention it. 

“The early believers were not looking for something to happen, they were 

looking for Someone to come. Looking for the train to arrive is one thing, but 

looking for someone we love to come on that train is another matter. I fail to 

find in all our vast religious activities, our plans and projects to build a better 

world, our complicated machinery with wheels within wheels -   in all this I 

fail to find much of that simple warmhearted longing for the personal return 

of our Lord.”  

There was a pastor (Albert Hodge) who was asked “What should be the moral 

effect of the scriptural doctrine of Christ’s second coming?”  Here’s what he said,  

“Christians ought to be comforted when in sorrow, and stimulated to duty.  

It is their duty to love, watch, wait for, and hasten the coming of their Lord.  

Unbelievers should be filled with fearful apprehension, and with all their 

might they should engage in immediate repentance.” 

We probably have an idea of what Peter meant by “watchful in prayer”.  But if we 

stay in context, we know that Peter is telling us that prayer should have in it the 

expectation of the imminent coming of Christ.   

As we’ll see in 2 Pet. 3, somehow in the mysteries of God’s sovereignty, we’re told 

that Christians can “hasten” the Day of the Lord; and prayer will be a vital part of 

that. 

Then in verses 8-9 Peter includes an exhortation to increased fervency in love.  

Since we know from Jesus’ prophecy about the love of many growing cold (in Matt. 

24:12), the world at the end will be watching intently to see whether or not 

Christians are demonstrating their loyalty to Christ by loving one another in a cold 

world. 

I thought it was interesting what Peter said should be one of the primary 

motivations for fervent love.  Here’s the verses; 

“And above all things have fervent love for one another, for ‘love will cover a 

multitude of sins.’ Be hospitable to one another without grumbling.” 

The world isn’t looking for perfect people before they will believe; they know (and 

we should know) there aren’t any perfect people.  They’re looking for a love that is 
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forgiving, patient, and willing to help meet the needs of others even if those 

“others” are extremely imperfect. 

There’s no doubt that personal moral righteousness is important, the world hates 

hypocrisy.  But Jesus didn’t say they would know us by our morality, let alone our 

religion.  He said they’d know us by our love. 

Just as a sidenote; the phrase “be fervent” means to be stretched or strained.  

Caring for others, especially those who’s sins need covering, is going to stretch us.  

But that testimony will pay off and, after all, that’s exactly how we hope others will 

treat us. 

One of the writers of the 19th century named Canfield described it this way; 

“This love is like a horse at full gallop and denotes the taut muscle of 

strenuous and sustained effort, as of an athlete. Our love must be energetic. 

Here is a fundamental Christian truth. Christian love is not an easy, 

sentimental reaction. It demands everything a man has of mental and 

spiritual energy. It means loving the unlovely and the unlovable; it means 

loving in spite of insult and injury; it means loving when love is not returned. 

Bengel translates fervent as vehement. Christian love is the love into which 

every atom of man’s strength is directed.” 

So, even though emotion may be involved, love is not based on emotion, but on a 

decision to die to self for the benefit of someone else. 

In verses 10 & 11 Peter addresses the expression of love as it’s connected to our 

spiritual gift or calling; 

“As each one has received a gift, minister it to one another, as good 

stewards of the manifold grace of God. If anyone speaks, let him speak as 

the oracles of God. If anyone ministers, let him do it as with the ability which 

God supplies, that in all things God may be glorified through Jesus Christ, to 

whom belong the glory and the dominion forever and ever. Amen.” 

Here's a very simple definition of a spiritual gift;  

“A spiritual gift is a graciously given supernaturally designed ability granted 

to every believer by which the Holy Spirit ministers to the body of Christ for 

the glory of the Father.” 
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I’ve never felt the need to tell people that they have to put a name to their gift.  

I’m not even certain that the lists we have in the New Testament are meant to be 

exhaustive. 

But I would encourage all of us to at least determine God’s will for us in terms of 

ministry to the saints, because that will be a major component of our evaluation at 

the judgment seat of Christ. 

We will be giving account to the Lord of our use (or lack thereof) of the gift He’s 

given us – that what ‘stewardship’ means.  We’ve been given a stewardship or 

responsibility that we’re accountable for.  We can bury it, ignore it, or multiply it; 

as shown in several of the parables in the Gospels. 

Spurgeon once said that, 

“Whatever the gift is, God gives much to you that you may give it to others; 

it is only meant to run through you as through a pipe. You are a steward and 

if a steward should receive his lord’s goods, and keep them for himself he 

would be an unfaithful steward. Child of God, see to it that you faithfully 

discharge your responsibility as one of the ‘good stewards of the manifold 

grace of God.’” 

For those who don’t know what their gift is, one way you can move toward either 

finding it, or moving into what it implies practically with or without a label, is to 

think of how you view other believers when you walk into a church setting, or 

when you think about believers in your city. 

Someone with a gift of teacher will want to find out what spiritual needs are being 

met or not being met in the ministry of the word.  An evangelist will want to know 

whether the congregation is being trained to reach the lost.  A person with the gift 

of helps will be surveying the crowd to try to identify unmet practical needs.  And 

the list goes on. 

Whatever draws out your heart to the saints is likely to be your gift; whether you 

can label it or not is not nearly as important as whether you are moving into action 

based on the spiritual impulses within you; because in spite of the fact that 

Christianity has become primarily a spectator sport, no one has no gift; and 

everyone is accountable to use what God has given them. 

If you still have some uncertainty, you could do a word study of the listing of 

spiritual gifts in 1 Cor. 12 and see if you resonate with any of the definitions you 

discover. 
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And there is a corporate goal that the Lord has in mind in distributing the gifts He’s 

give us. 

(Eph. 4:14-16) “That we should no longer be children, tossed to and fro and 

carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the trickery of men, in the 

cunning craftiness of deceitful plotting, but, speaking the truth in love, may 

grow up in all things into Him who is the head—Christ— from whom the 

whole body, joined and knit together by what every joint supplies, according 

to the effective working by which every part does its share, causes growth of 

the body for the edifying of itself in love.” 

The Lord’s goal is to have love within the churches express itself individually 

through each member, every part doing its share, to bring the saints to maturity.  

When any member fails to do his part, that process of corporate growth is 

hindered. 

    _______________  

 

Now, in the last section of 1 Pet. 4 (verses 12-19), Peter drops back to the issue of 

suffering.  He places a huge emphasis on making sure we understand why we go 

through what we do:  Not just because of his audience, but also because of the 

role suffering plays in the life of every follower of God, Old or New Testament. 

Wherever there is growth, there is suffering.  Suffering is far less in those who are 

spiritually stagnating than in those who are growing.  And the sooner we realize 

this, the less discouraged we will be when suffering comes to us. 

Here’s the passage; 

“Beloved, do not think it strange concerning the fiery trial which is to try 

you, as though some strange thing happened to you; but rejoice to the 

extent that you partake of Christ’s sufferings, that when His glory is 

revealed, you may also be glad with exceeding joy. If you are reproached for 

the name of Christ, blessed are you, for the Spirit of glory and of God rests 

upon you. On their part He is blasphemed, but on your part, He is glorified. 

let none of you suffer as a murderer, a thief, an evildoer, or as a busybody in 

other people’s matters. Yet if anyone suffers as a Christian, let him not be 

ashamed, but let him glorify God in this matter. For the time has come for 

judgment to begin at the house of God; and if it begins with us first, what 

will be the end of those who do not obey the gospel of God? Now ‘If the 
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righteous one is scarcely saved, where will the ungodly and the sinner 

appear?’ Therefore, let those who suffer according to the will of God 

commit their souls to Him in doing good, as to a faithful Creator.” 

I’ve said this many times before, but I need to make sure we realize that all 

persecution comes from the same source – the enemy.  If he can use humans to 

persecute us (as was the case with Peter’s audience), he will do that.  If he can’t 

because it’s illegal, as in our case in America (so far at least), he will come at us 

through health issues, or through relational or psychological suffering; or all of 

them at once, like Job.  

The first thing Peter tells us, is that if we intend to be serious disciples of Christ, we 

should expect to suffer.   

You probably noticed in 1 Peter 4:13 that Peter ties our suffering to Christ’s; not in 

the redemptive suffering of dying for the sins of the world, but in sharing Christ’s 

sufferings in His body, which we are. 

(vs. 13) “Rejoice to the extent that you partake of Christ’s sufferings, that 

when His glory is revealed, you may also be glad with exceeding joy.” 

Whenever one of God’s children suffers, Christ suffers in him, because we are the 

Lord’s spiritual body.  If our hand hurts, our head registers it.  That’s how we share 

Christ’s suffering – it’s when He’s sharing our suffering. 

Later Peter makes it clear that not all suffering is the same.  We could be suffering 

as “a murderer, a thief, an evildoer, or as a busybody in other people’s matters.” 

That falls under the category of sowing and reaping.   

Peter is talking about the kind of trials that come to us from spiritual or human 

reproach against us because we are standing firm in our commitment to Christ; 

and we are doing this in full sight of a world that rejected Christ. 

There are 3 verses in this last section of 1st Peter 4 that I’ll touch on in closing our 

study tonight.   

(1 Pet. 4:17-19) “For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house 

of God; and if it begins with us first, what will be the end of those who do 

not obey the gospel of God? Now, if the righteous one is scarcely saved, 

where will the ungodly and the sinner appear? Therefore, let those who 

suffer according to the will of God commit their souls to Him in doing good, 

as to a faithful Creator.” 
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We’ve seen in other studies that these verses, like several other passages in 1st and 

2nd Peter which we’ll see later, have eschatological implications.  For example; 

prior to the judgement of “those who do not obey the gospel of God” in the seven-

year Tribulation, the Church will face its own testing just before the rapture: First 

the house of God; then the world. 

The word for judgment here is referring to (quote) “a matter to be judicially 

decided”.  Once the matter is determined or settled; sentence is passed.   

Sometimes this word is used in a forensic sense and when it is, it refers to the 

actual sentence of the judge; his decreed penalty. 

Since we covered this in the study we did on the judgement of Laodicea, I won’t go 

back over that now.  If you haven’t heard, or read the transcript of that study, let 

me know and I’ll send it. 

What I want to close with is tied into the main theme of the chapter we’ve been 

looking at – the inevitable suffering of the committed disciple of Christ and the 

eternal value of suffering to both the one suffering and to those who respond to 

the message the disciple brings to them. 

This is a brief summary of the life and ministry of Adoniram Judson, missionary to 

Burma; 

“Judson endured untold hardships trying to reach the lost for Christ. For 

seven heartbreaking years he suffered hunger and privation. During this 

time, he was thrown into Ava Prison, and for seventeen months was 

subjected to extreme forms of mistreatment. As a result, for the rest of his 

life he carried the ugly marks made by the chains and iron shackles which 

had cruelly bound him. Undaunted, upon his release he asked for permission 

to enter another province where he might resume preaching the Gospel. 

The godless ruler indignantly denied his request, saying, ‘My people are not 

fools enough to listen to anything a missionary might say, but I fear they 

might be impressed by your scars and turn to your religion.  That, I cannot 

allow.” 

 

 

 


